Combination of knowledge-based and empirical approach:
. Ramachandran graph of urease After that, from 2000-4000 ps all four complexes graph lines remain stable and showed little fluctuations. At that, both 3e and 9e were at a higher level compared to 6a and 12d and depicts little bit higher RMSD value. From 4000 to 6000 all four complexes steadily increased with very little fluctuations. However, a big fluctuation difference was observed in all complexes from 6000 to 8000 ps. The 3e graph line showed decreased fluctuated behavior compared to 9e. However, both complexes were remained close to each other and depicts no big fluctuation difference. While 6a and 12d presented big fluctuation difference at the same time. The 6a showed a less decreasing trend compared to 12d. After that from 8000 to 1000 ps all four complexes remain stable. The 3e and 9e showed more than 0.5 RMSD value while 6a and 12d were within that value. The comparative analysis justified that 6a complex simulation graph is more stable throughout the simulation time period as compared to other complexes. However, their RMSD values has not too much deviant from each other (Fig. 4) . The generated RMSF results of all docked complexes (4e, 6a, 9e and 12d) showed Initially, the N-terminus loop regions were showing little fluctuations. However, 9e loop residues showed higher value. The generated graph showed that C-terminal loop region is much fluctuated compared to N-terminus. Result depicted that higher peaks in RMSF graph showed the loop conformation and its fluctuations in the simulation time (Fig. 5) . 
